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The Archibald Mill site is located in Dundas, Minnesota, between Northfield and 
Faribault on Highway 3, on the banks of the Cannon River. The site consists of the 
original Archibald Mill site, built about 1857, which is located on the southwest 
corner of the island. The first mill originally stood on the east bank of the 
Cannon River, which only had one channel at that time. High water in 1860 cut the 
east channel and formed the island. Directly across the river, from the original 
site, is the site of the second mill which was built between 1870 and 1871, due to 
a growing business.

William D. Taylor was the general contractor of the first mill. It was three 
and one half stories high, made of locally quarried limestone and finished with 
black walnut and butternut lumber from the sawmill. It contained a basement and 
had a number of windows for light and ventilation. Power was supplied by two stonje 
dams, each having an eight foot fall. The stone dam was washed out in 1866 but was 
rebuilt in 1867.

Inside the mill, there was the best equipment available. Archibald ordered 
his grindstones, of French-like quartz, from quarries in Ohio. Besides the four 
runs of stones there were as principal machinery the shake-down bolts, with slides 
arranged so that customers could mix their flour the way they wanted to.

Between 1870 and 1871 production increased which necessitated cthe construc 
tion of a second mill. It was four stories high, with ground dimensions 
approximately 54x70 feet, with a stone basement laid on the bedrock of the river. It 
had a cupola constructed of the best lumber available. It also contained a turbine 
water wheel, while the original mill had used a wooden vent wheel. In 1871 the mill 
was enlarged to an 8 run mill, four of the stones being taken from the old mill. 
In 1879 it was entirely remodeled and converted into a roller mill. Two and a half 
stories and a stone wing wwere added. Thirty-five sets of rollers and two burrs 
were put in making a capacity of 800 barrels per day.

The power was furnished by two 48 inch Victor turbines and an 18x42 
Reynold's Corliss Engine. The mill was run by steam and water power.

The engine house was approximately 36 feet by 50 feet by 20 feet in height 
constructed of solid limestone masonry, and having a 160 horsepower engine and two or 
three sfeeel boilers. It cost about $8,000.

Also in 1879, a spur was laid from the main line of the railroad to the mill 
door. In 1881 the Archibalds built a large warehouse, and an elevator. On N^w 
Years eve, 1892, the two mills burned; only the engine house was saved. The Archibalds 
did not rebuild the mill. The site was sold to Palon and Watson, local elevator 
operators, who rebuilt the mill and operated it for many years.

Over the years the mill property changed hands many times and underwent many 
changes. It has been used for a dance hall, warehouse and a flour mill. Today 
only the foundation remains of the original mill. All that remains of the second 
Archibald mill are its walls and the original engine house built in 1879.
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The Archibald Mill is significant as being the first mill in±he United States 
to manufacture and market patent flour. Because of the fact that the Archibalds .were 
c*»efttl and scientific millers the Archibald firm maintained for years its reputation 

leader in the milling industry.

; The Archibald brothers, along with their cousin George Archibald, came to 
Minnesota territory about 1857. They came from Ontario, Canada and settled at 
Hastings. J.S. and George Archibald did not stay at Hastings along, though. After 
hearing of excellent water power on the Cannon River at Dundas they visited the place 
and purchased the water power rights .

Even before the new milling process was introduced in 1871 Minneapolis millers 
went down to Dundas to look at the Archibald Mill. The flour made by the Archibalds, 
because of the great care that was taken in its manufacture, came to be recognized 
as the best in the United States. His flour surpassed Minneapolis flour $1.00 or 
more per barrel in the New York and. Boston markets. It came to be known as "Dundas 
straight".

Being a progressive miller, J.S. Archibald imported three barrels of 
Scotch fife wheat from Canada. This seed developed into the No. 1 hard spring wheat 
that revolutionized wheat farming in Minnesota.

\
Up to 1860 most of the wheat grown in the United States had been soft winter 

wheat, but spring wheat was suited to the soil. Hard spring wheat had flinty 
qualities and high middlings content. Under the low grinding proc4ss used before 
1870, this wheat was difficult to use, since its hardness caused the mash to heat 
and its thin brittle bran filled the foour with specks.

Archibald attached this problem. His stones were run at a lower speed. 
Instead of low grinding the stones were set high so as to simply crack the kernel 
at the first grinding. In addition to reducing the kernel to flour at one grinding 
it was put through several grindings. It was the purpose of this process to make 
middlings the most valuable part of the product. Gluten, a product of th& wheat, 
lies in the hard exterior of the kernel just beneath the bran covering, and therefore 
is found in the middlings. Gluten, which not only gives bread its rising quality, is 
also very nutritious. Archibald recognized the importance of using middlings, whereas 
in the old process they were a thing to be avoided.

(see continuation sheet)
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Archibald was first to manufacture and market patent flour towards the close 
of 1871. It was known as "Archibald extra". Because of the success of this flour 
in the eastern markets it justified its manufacture as a regular grade, making 
spring wheat rise above winter wheat.

Although Archibalds 1 Mill was among the leaders in the milling industry, 
competition became strong. E.T. Archibald had to make further advancement. Mr. 
Archibald became aware of the superior work of rollers, instead of millstones, and 
in 1879 the mill was remodeled on the roller system. Under the roller system more 
wheat could be produced in less time while still maintaining its fine quality. 
Archibald was one of the first to use the roller system in its entirety.
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